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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to establish a procedure for systematic design and performance 

evaluation of a weight lifting crane using a computer aided approach. Various analyses of the 

finite element and finite volume methods, which are applicable for ensuring robust design under 

the consideration of nonlinear environmental effects, were carried out using ANSYS. The crane's 

weight, maximum lifting load, calculated wind pressure and boundary conditions such as the 

inclination of the deck was also considered in the finite element analyses. Deformation, stress 

distribution, as well as fatigue life estimation were conducted under the unified computational 

environment. An advanced procedure for evaluating design concept validation was proposed for 

the application of weight lifting crane design and construction. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 The tower crane is a kind of construction machine which are widely used in the engineering 

construction, especially in modernized industry and civil construction. As the main skeleton of 

the tower crane, the design of the metal structure is very important for the operational reliability 

and the security of tower crane.[1] Tower cranes are being widely used in construction sites; one 

of the most costly and essential machinery resources in a typical construction site. Tower cranes 

are widely used for transportation, lifting, and delivering materials, especially with heavy 

weights or massive volume in construction projects. Tower cranes can lift and transfer heavy 

materials and deliver them to the crews or the location that they are needed. Height of these 

machines can be more than 80 meter without support; and it can be higher if it is fixed to the 

structure. Their maximum diameter for material delivery is 70 meters, and their maximum lifting 

power is 19.8 ton. By increasing the distance of materials from the cabin, tower cranes’ capacity 

will reduce (300 tonmeter) according to the investigation done by Parker, Smith, and Hogan 

(1992). Tower cranes are widely used in warehouse, construction site, harbors, and etc. These 

machines are useful in construction sites especially in building skyscrapers, and high-height 

structures. Tower cranes can lift cement, concrete, steel, etc. in construction site.[2] 

 

 Thei formeri designi methodsi fori toweri cranei structurali werei experiencei designi andi analogyi designi 

primarily.i Eveni usingi thei optimizationi designi method,i onlyi thei statici performancei wasi considered.i 

Buti toweri cranei usuallyi withstandsi intensei vibrationsi andi therei arei manyi shocksi becausei motivationali 

factorsi ini vibrationsi andi shocksi havei affectedi toweri crane'si operatingi performance,i driver'si thei 

workingi operationi differenti vibrationi condition.i Thesei seriously,i eveni causedi safetyi misadventure.i 

Nowi thei toweri cranei isi developingi toi large-scalei andi heavyi loadingi style,i soi thei dynamici propertyi ofi 

thei structurei becomei morei andi morei importanti fori toweri cranei whilei satisfyingi demandi ofi workingi 

strengthi andi stability.i Obviously,i ini orderi toi guaranteei andi enhancei thei securityi andi thei dynamici 

characteristici ofi thei toweri crane,i thei mosti effectivei designi methodi fori toweri cranei structurei isi thei 

dynamici optimumi designi combiningi optimumi designi withi FEAi andi thei dynamici analysis.i Theni thei 

paperi willi studyi thei toweri cranei structure'si dynamici optimizationi designi basedi oni large-scalei finitei 

elementi analysisi softwarei ANSYS.[3] 
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1.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this design project are as follows; 

 Design of weight lifting crane 

 Strength analysis and testing of design weight lifting crane 

 Manufacturing the final model of crane with desired strength 
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Chapter 2  

Literature survey 

2.1 Introduction 

Toweri cranesi arei beingi widelyi usedi ini constructioni sites;i onei ofi thei mosti costlyi andi essentiali 

machineryi resourcesi ini ai typicali constructioni site.i Toweri cranesi arei widelyi usedi fori transportation,i 

lifting,i andi deliveringi materials,i especiallyi withi heavyi weightsi ori massivei volumei ini constructioni 

projects.i Toweri cranesi cani lifti andi transferi heavyi materialsi andi deliveri themi toi thei crewsi ori thei 

locationi thati theyi arei needed.i Heighti ofi thesei machinesi cani bei morei thani 80i meteri withouti support;i andi 

iti cani bei higheri ifi iti isi fixedi toi thei structure.i Theiri maximumi diameteri fori materiali deliveryi isi 70i meters,i 

andi theiri maximumi liftingi poweri isi 19.8i ton.[4]i Byi increasingi thei distancei ofi materialsi fromi thei cabin,i 

toweri cranes’i capacityi willi reducei (300i tonmeter)i accordingi toi thei investigationi donei byi Parker,i 

Smith,i andi Hogani (1992).i Toweri cranesi arei widelyi usedi ini warehouse,i constructioni site,i harbors,i andi 

etc.i Thesei machinesi arei usefuli ini constructioni sitesi especiallyi ini buildingi skyscrapers,i andi high-

heighti structures.i Toweri cranesi cani lifti cement,i concrete,i steel,i etc.i ini constructioni site. 

2.2 Hydraulic System  

 Hydraulici systemi isi ai systemi designedi toi transmit i poweri throughi ai liquidi medium,i permittingi 

multiplicationi ofi forcei ini accordancei withi Pascal‟si law,i whichi statesi thati “ai pressurei exertedi oni ai 

confinedi liquidi isi transmittedi undiminishedi ini alli directionsi andi actsi withi equali forcei oni alli equali 

areas.”i Hydraulici systemsi havei sixi basici components:i (1)i ai reservoiri toi holdi thei fluidi supply;i (2)i ai fluidi 

toi transmiti power;i (3)i ai pumpi toi movei thei fluid;i (4)i ai valvei toi regulatei thei pressure;i (5)i ai directionali 

valvei toi controli thei flow,i andi (6)i ai workingi component,i suchi asi ai cylinderi andi pistoni ori ai shafti rotatedi 

byi pressurizedi fluid,[4]i toi turni hydraulici poweri intoi mechanicali systems:i theyi eliminatei complicatedi 

mechanismsi suchi asi cams,i gears,i andi levers;i arei lessi subjecti toi wear;i arei usuallyi morei easilyi adjustedi 

fromi controli ofi speedi andi force;i arei easilyi adaptablei toi bothi rotaryi andi lineari transmissioni ofi power;i 

andi cani transmiti poweri overi longi distancesi andi ini anyi directioni withi smalli losses.i[4] 

i  

Thei advantagesi ofi hydraulici systemsi overi otheri methodsi ofi poweri transmissioni are:i i  
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• Simpleri design.i Ini mosti cases,i ai fewi pre-engineeredi componentsi willi replacei complicatedi 

mechanicali linkages.i  

• Flexibility.i Hydraulici componentsi cani bei locatedi withi considerablei flexibility.i Pipesi andi 

hosesi insteadi ofi mechanicali elementsi virtuallyi eliminatei locationi problems.i  

• Smoothness.i Hydraulici systemsi arei smoothi andi quieti ini operation.i Vibrationi isi kepti toi ai 

minimum.i  

• Control.i Controli ofi ai widei rangei ofi speedi andi forcesi isi easilyi possible.i  

• Cost.i Highi efficiencyi withi minimumi frictioni lossi keepsi thei costi ofi ai poweri transmissioni ati ai 

minimum.i i  

• Overloadi protection.i Automatici valvesi guardi thei systemi againsti ai breakdowni fromi 

overloading.i  

i  

Thei maini disadvantagei ofi ai hydraulici systemi isi maintainingi thei precisioni partsi wheni theyi arei 

exposedi toi badi climatesi andi dirtyi atmospheres.i Protectioni againsti rust,i corrosion,i dirt,i oili 

deterioration,i andi otheri adversei environmentali conditionsi isi veryi important.i  

 

2.3 Basic Hydraulic  

 

2.3.1 Pressure and Force  

Pressure is force exerted against a specific area (force per unit area) expressed in pounds per 

square inch (psi). Pressure can cause an expansion, or resistance to compression, of a fluid that is 

being squeezed. A fluid is any liquid or gas (vapour). Force is anything that tends to produce or 

modify (push or pull) motion and is expressed in pounds.  

  

The relationship of force, pressure, and area is as follows:  

 

Where:  

F = force, in Newton (N)  

P = pressure, in Pascal (Pa)  

A = area, in mm2  
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2.3.2 Pascal's Law  

Blaise Pascal formulated the basic law of hydraulics in the mid-17th century. He discovered 

that pressure exerted on a fluid acts equally in all directions.[5] His law states that pressure in a 

confined fluid is transmitted undiminished in every direction and acts with equal force on equal 

areas and at right angles to a container's walls.  

 

Figure 1 

 

𝑭𝟏 × 𝑫𝟏 = 𝑭𝟐 × 𝑫𝟐  

Where:  

F1 = force of the small piston, in Newton (N)  

D1 = distance the small piston moves, in meter (M)  

D2 = distance the larger piston moves, in meter (M)  

F2 = force of the larger piston, in Newton (N)  

  

2.4 Open Loop and Close Loop Hydraulic circuit  
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2.4.1 Open Loop System –  

Pump-inlet and motor-return (via the directional valve) are connected to the hydraulic tank.   

Open Loop systems drawn fluid from a reservoir and push the fluid into and through the 

hydraulic system. After passing through directional control valves, drive motors and other 

ancillary components the fluid is returned to the reservoir.  

A reservoir supporting an open loop hydraulic system should be sized so that it will hold 

a minimum of three times the total volume of oil capable of being displaced by all system pumps 

in one minute and be designed to maximize the time the oil spends in the reservoir (dwell time). 

This is accomplished by returning the oil to the opposite side of the reservoir from the suction 

and through the use of baffle(s). Inadequate reservoir design can cause overheating of the 

hydraulic system and premature component failure.  

Pumps used in open loop system can only pump oil in one direction, hence the need for 

directional control valve. The most popular advantage for which open loop systems are selected 

is the ability to perform more than one function simultaneously with one pump. This is usually 

accomplished through the use of multi-section gear pumps and provides a very simple and 

compact prime mover package.[5] Generally, this arrangement is limited to cranes with relatively 

low line speed and lifting capacity performance with an intermittent duty cycle requirement. This 

design was tried by some (American) offshore crane manufacture on larger cranes in high duty 

cycle applications such as semi-submersible drilling rings but proved to be unreliable and yielded 

extremely short pump life.  

  

  

2.4.2 Close Loop System –  

Motor-return is connected directly to the pump-inlet.  

Closed loop systems use a single pump to drive a single function. Oil passing through the 

hoist motors is returned directly to the low-pressure side of the pump. Te properly operate, the 

pump must receive the same amount of oil at its inlet as it is pumping from its outlet. Closed 

circuit system always utilize a smaller supercharge or “boost” circuit consisting of small fixed 

displacement pump which, in addition acting as a hydraulic source for the control circuit, 

continuously feeds a portion (usually about 15% of the main pump capacity) through an oil 
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cooler and the main hydraulic reservoir. Unlike the intermittent cooling effort of the open loop 

system, this configuration provides continuous oil cooling and filtration.  

When in operation, the pump control can be activated such that the pump can be causing 

its displacement to move in a clockwise or counter-clockwise direction through the closed loop 

circuit. This, in turn will allow the drive motor to rotate in either a clockwise or counter 

clockwise direction and in the case of an offshore crane will either raise or lower the load (or 

boom). The pump port providing high-pressure leg while the low-pressure leg routes the motor‟s 

outlet back to the pump. The boost system always work on the low-pressure leg of the main loop 

continuously bleeding-off oil through a hot oil bleed-off valve, pumping the oil through an oil 

cooler and subsequently returning the filtered and cooled oil back into the system.[6]  

Basically, the closed loop system is more efficient, requires fewer components, less oil 

storage and provides a higher degree of control and adaptability to ancillary systems such as 

wave compensation system and emergency release devices due the lack of the motor control 

valve.  
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Chapter 3 : System Design 

3.1 Design Constraints and Design Methodology 

3.1.1 Geometrical Constraints  

Every design project begins with some sort of need to be fulfilled. The requirements of any 

design project are the key points that the designed product must be able to achieve. Those 

requirements really set the threshold for the life, quality and usability of the product. For our 

design project of solar powered crane system, the availability of parts in the local market is the 

main issue. No part is available in pre made condition in the market. It requires to build each part 

manually. After that the desirable dimensions of the product or the volume it will occupy put a 

considerable constraint on the various characteristics o the product. Being a design engineer, one 

has to carefully choose between cost and life span of product. In this competitive market, being 

able to create cheapest product is desirable but that put the life and quality of product off the 

window. Moreover, the weight of product matters to. Cranes are always moved around to desired 

locations to lift heavy weights. More heavy and bulky crane constraints the mobility of crane. 

 

3.1.2 Sustainability 

Sustainability term refer to life longevity of any product. The life of any product from its 

design phase to transportation leaves an ever lasting impact on the environment and ecosystem in 

which the process occurs. The ultimate goal for any product is to leave little to no impact on the 

surroundings. The life of any product encompasses different phases like designing, 

manufacturing, handling and transportation from place where it is manufactured to place where it 

will be consumed. During this sequence of different phases of life of any product, there are 

several impacts like carbon footprint, total energy consumed, air acidification, and water 

eutrophication. For any manufacturer, it is desirable to achieve minimum possible value of these 

parameters for any of their manufactured products. The material of a substance has direct 

influence on factors like carbon footprint, total energy consumed, air acidification, and water 

eutrophication.[7] Therefore, same product with different materials should be compared for 

factors like carbon footprint, total energy consumed, air acidification, and water eutrophication. 
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3.1.3 Environmental 

. The life of any product encompasses different phases like designing, manufacturing, 

handling and transportation from place where it is manufactured to place where it will be 

consumed. During this sequence of different phases of life of any product, there are several 

impacts like carbon footprint, total energy consumed, air acidification, and water eutrophication. 

For any manufacturer, it is desirable to achieve minimum possible value of these parameters for 

any of their manufactured products. The material of a substance has direct influence on factors 

like carbon footprint, total energy consumed, air acidification, and water eutrophication. 

Therefore, same product with different materials should be compared for factors like carbon 

footprint, total energy consumed, air acidification, and water eutrophication. 

 

3.1.4 Social 

The cranes are used to lift heavy weights to facilitate dozens of activities like construction, 

transport, loading and unloading, etc. The solar powered crane doesn’t need any fuel to operate 

which makes it more clean and environmentally free. 

 

3.1.5 Economics 

From economics perspective, the solar powered crane keeps the operating cost minimum due 

to solar fuel. Only downside is that it will only work during the day where there is enough 

sunlight to keep the thing driving. Being able to save on operating cost can really reduce the life 

time cost of the product. Moreover, it is environmental friendly. 

 

3.1.6 Safety 

One of the important factors of any operating equipment is that whether it is safe during use 

or not. The cranes all over the world are supposed to lift huge heavy weights to several heights. 

Safety factor for such equipment is the priority concern. The crane design is analyzed under 
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several types of loading through simulations software and the factor of safety is set considerable 

high enough to ensure the safety of the product.  

 

3.1.7 Ethical 

On ethical grounds the solar powered crane project is very feasible. We reviewed literature 

and previous care models to craft the one which fulfills our needs and perform excellent on the 

criteria. 

3.2 Design Constraints and Design Methodology 

3.2.1 Engineering Designing Standards  

The design of any part or assembly must be according to well established standards from 

global standardization institutions. Some of such institutions are International Standardization 

Organization (ISO) and American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). Both offer 

designing standards for every machining equipment. We I this project are going to utilize the 

International Standardization Organization (ISO) ISO 4301-3:1993 Cranes standard. This 

standard was revised in 2012 so it remains the latest in its category. 
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Figure 2: Solar powered crane (rendered) 

3.3 Product Subsystems and selection of Components 

The modelling of Solar power tower crane was done using SOLDIWORKS software. Each 

component was modelled separately and then combine together using SOLIDWORKS assembly. 

The proposed crane design is provided below in figure 2. The complete assembly consist of five 

parts which include Base Frame, Crane arm with mounting frame, traction motor, solar panel, 

and pulleys. Base frame provide steady center of gravity for the assembly to lift weight safely. 

The solar panel converts solar irradiation into electricity which drives the traction motor.[8] The 

traction motor is connected with pulleys which helps life the weight using ropes. The crane arm 

is the longest part of assembly, it rises to considerable height and considerable forward to help 

lift the weight in its own volume.  
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Figure 3: Solar Powered Crane (Solid works view) 

The engineering drawing of the crane shows the sizes of various components. The engineering 

drawing of our solar powered crane is presented in the image below. The length and width of the 

crane are clearly visible. 
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Figure 4: Solar Powered crane engineering drawing (Front View) 

 

Figure 5 Solar Powered crane engineering drawing (Side View) 
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The engineering drawings of individual important components are also presented. The most 

important base frame of the assembly is presented below with all the dimensions. Base frame 

carries all the load and provide stability during operation.  

 

 

 

Figure 5 Base Frame solar powered crane engineering drawing 

 

The crane arm is the arm which actually carries the load and caries it higher. It has a mounted 

pulley at the top on which rope rolls to lift or lower the carried load. The traction motor at the 

bottom of arm has rope roller attached to its shat which rotates to roll or unroll the rope off of it 

to actually lift or release the carried weight. Both components are shown below in images. 
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Figure 6 Arm of solar powered crane engineering drawing 

 

 

3  

Figure 7 Traction motor for solar powered crane 
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3.4 Manufacturing and assembly (Implementation) 

The next step in design of a part and assembly to actually manufacture your proposed design 

and test its strength and whether it fulfills proposed criteria. The frame of our solar powered 

crane is to be manufactured from steel (1023 Carbon steel sheet. The solar panel plate can be 

separately obtained from market and mounted on the frame. The traction motor can also be 

separately bought from the market and mounter on the frame. Only the frame is to be 

manufactured manually from some metal worker. Various metal sheets and pipes will be welded 

together to form the crane structure. After everything has been manufactured, every component 

can be assembled together to form the complete assembly and practical demonstration of 

strength can be tested.[9] 
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Chapter 4 System Testing and Analysis 

The solar powered tower crane model was manufactured as per details provided below. The 

next step after manufacturing the crane is to test its strength and structural stability. The strength 

and structural stability of crane is tested using analytical calculations and later static analysis 

simulation was performed to measure the factor of safety of structure and visualize high stress 

areas. The image below illustrates the dimensions of the crane. 

 

Figure 8 Crane drawing with all dimensions 

4.1 Winch Carrying Capacity  

 

The winch is a mechanical device used to pull and release the load on a crane with by winding 

in and out the rope. The winch comes in various size and torque ratings to suite various needs. 
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Figure 9: The wench from design crane 

The rated specifications for the winch are tabulated below: 

Single Line rated pull of winch 2000 lbs (906 kg) 

Gear Reduction ratio 153 : 1 

Motor Permanent magnet DC 12V motor 

With 0.85 hp output 

Cable length 15m 

Weight 11 Lbs (5kgs) 

 

The winch as per rated parameters capable of single line pull of 906 kg and is more than 

enough for our use case as we are only lifting weight of 100 kg. 
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Chapter 5 Structural Analysis  

 

The crane structure was analyzed and detailed load distribution of loads are illustrated in the 

figure below. 
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Figure 10 Crane load distribution 

 

The load to be lifted by crane acting at point C = 10 kg = 10 kg x 9.81 m/s-2 = 981 N 

The weight of lifting arm (jib) acting at point B = volume x density x 9.81 m/s-2 = 173 N 

The weight of motor (winch) located on counter-jib at point D = 5 x 9.81 m/s-2 = 49 N 

Now let’s calculate the moments of mentioned load at point A; 
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5.1 Clockwise Moment  

Clockwise moment due lifted load = Mc = 981 N x 1.3 m x cos (40) = 976.94 Nm 

Clockwise moment due arm weight = Mb = 173 N x 1.3 m x cos (40) x 0.5= 86.14 Nm 

 

5.2 Counter-Clockwise Moment  

Counter-Clockwise moment due motor weight = Md = 49 N x 0.4 m = 19.6 Nm 

 

5.3 Required Moment at A 

The required moment at A is the difference of clockwise and counter-clockwise moment; 

Resultant/Required moment = Mreq = (Mc + Mb) – Md = (976.94 + 86.14) - 19.6 = 1043.48 

Nm 

 

5.4 Equilibrium Condition for Structure 

The result moment at point A was evaluated to be 1043.48 Nm. In order for structure to obtain 

equilibrium, it must be countered with opposite moment so the structure has net moment of zero. 

 

For countering the moment at A, an anchor bolt will be used in the base frame of crane which 

will fix the base with ground.  

The anchor bolt location = 0.4 m horizontally from A  

Hence the required force at anchor bolt should be; 

F Anchor = 1043.48 Nm / 0.4 m = 2608 N = 2.608 kN 

 

 

 

Now from design standards tables, the suitable anchor bolt for our crane is (given in image 

below); 
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Figure 11 Standard table for Anchor Bolts 

 

The bolt that can bear specified force of 2.6 kN is needed here. From table given above, 

anchor bolt of size M10 x 60 will be used here. The material of bolt is ASTM A372 Gr. B.  
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Chapter 6 Stability of Crane 

From analysis, we can come to conclusion that crane need some sort of counter weight on the 

counter jib to cancel the effect of load being lifter on the right side. One feasible approach we 

took for this project is to use anchor bolts to fix the base frame of crane on the ground. After 

analysis, we came to conclusion that anchor bolt of size M10 x 60 will be used here. 

6.1 Solar Drive 

The winch installed on the crane that pulls the load through wire is the only component that 

needs electricity to run. In order to make this crane independent, a solar panel and battery was 

installed so that during sun time it can charge the battery. And that battery can be used to operate  

 Rate power consumption of winch = 0.85hp = 634watt 

Winch consumption during 1-hour operation: 

  = 634watt * 1 hour = 634 watt-hour 

 Rate power of solar panel = 70 watt 

Calculating solar panel’s power output: 

= Solar panel watts * average hours of sunlight * 75% = daily watt-hours 

= 70 * 9 * 0.75 = 472.5 watt-hour 

From the calculation performed above, we can infer that; 

The 1-hour operation of winch consumes 634 watt-hours and 70-watt solar panel will need 12 

hours of sunlight charging time in order to product that much energy.  

Similar, if we increase the size of panel, then 280-watt solar panel will be to gather that much 

energy in just 3 hours. So that sounds reasonable to charge crane for 3 hours and then use it for 1 

hour. 

6.2 Static Simulation of Crane Structure 

 

 In order to test the structural strength of crane, static simulation was performed on 

SOLIDOWORKS. The system was modelled as real life conditions. The vertical load of 100kg 

was specified at the end of crane jib to simulate the lifting load. Moreover, the base plat of crane 

was fixed to prevent any tip over.[10] After specifying all the boundary conditions and material, 

the study was run and results were obtained. The simulation yielded following results as shown 

below. 
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Figure 12 Static Simulation Result - Strain 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Static Simulation Result - Stress 
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Figure 14 Static Simulation Result - Displacement 

 

 

 

Figure 15 Static Simulation Result - Factor of Safety (FOS) 
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Chapter 7 Project Management 

7.1 Project Plan 

The project of design, fabrication and analysis of solar powered crane was planned and 

executed accordingly. The Gantt chart representing the timeline of this project is presented 

below. 
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Figure 16 Project Gantt Chart 

 

The project was divided into 7 milestones. The project started in September and ended at the 

end of December. 
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7.2 Contribution of Team Members 

The team of following people worked in the project of design, fabrication and analysis of 

solar powered crane. This took nearly three months. The following table shows the progress 

in order. 

 

 

 

Task description Team member 

                              

Initial design of crane Omar Alateeq 

Find the appropriate dimensions Talal Alotaibi 

     Finding the raw materials for the crane 

frame. 

Ali Alshmmary 

      Determine the main source of the crane, 

Provide a workshop and collect the necessary 

tools to start a business 

                      Abdullah Alhajri 

                                    & 

                       Mohammed Al 

                              Hulaimi 

Complete the final shape and put all the parts 

in right  place 

                        Omar Alateeq 

Connect the parts to the solar panel and the 

battery. 

& 

Organize electrical connections appropriately. 

Talal Alotaibi 

& 

Ali Alshmmary 

System Testing and analysis and complete                       Abdullah Alhajri 

                                    & 

                       Mohammed Al 
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7.3 Project Execution Monitoring  

The project execution according to plan is essential to success of any project. The project of 

design, fabrication and analysis of solar powered crane was monitored actively by the team 

leader. He made sure everyone worked around the clock to meet the deadlines and the 

requirements of the project are met. From the title selection of project to the final report 

submission, he monitored each and every aspect carefully to achieve maximum success. 

7.4 Challenges and Decision Making 

The biggest challenge in this project was to make sure everything works fine. The crane 

design, the crane stability, the crane strength and the crane fabrication. The fabrication of 

crane demanded the design to be complete. The crane was successfully fabricated after the 

design of crane was finalized. The analysis of fabricated crane showed that the stability of 

crane when put under load demanded installation of anchor bolt in the base so that the 

moment produced gets countered and equilibrium is maintained. Therefore, anchor bolt was 

selected through analysis and everything turned out fine. 

7.5 Project Bill and Budget 

The project of design, fabrication and analysis of solar powered crane took specific budget to 

accomplish. The fabrication of crane was the only factor that consumed all the budget. The 

details of cost of crane fabrication are given below in picture. 
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Figure 17 Project Cost 
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Chapter 8 Project Analysis  

8.1 Life-Long Learning 

Every engineering project is built upon the knowledge base contributed by others and that 

project serves the humanity one way or other. Each project adds value to that knowledge 

source upon which our current civilization building stands.  

Our project of design, fabrication and analysis of solar powered crane also has some learning 

points. The cranes are the perfect example of balance of loads about a lever. The principal of 

equilibrium is the backbone of crane operation. We faced the problem of equilibrium with 

provided load which was countered with suitable anchor bolt in the base of crane. 

The solar implementation also provides several lessons. The world is moving toward clean 

energy sources which has little to no contribution to the environmental pollution. Solar energy 

is the clean and pollution free energy source. 

 

8.2 Impact of Engineering Solutions 

Engineering solutions have tremendous impact on the development of human civilization. The 

technological advancements have accelerated the development of human civilization. The 

prior statement can be supported by the observation that human civilization developed 

exponentially during past 100 years which is more development than that happened during 

entire history of civilization. 

Each project adds value to that knowledge source upon which our current civilization building 

stands. Every engineering project is built upon the knowledge base contributed by others and 

that project serves the humanity one way or other. The world is moving toward clean energy 

sources which has little to no contribution to the environmental pollution.  

The beauty of engineering solutions is that with time and according to current issues, the 

solutions also get evolved to better meet the needs of human civilization. The development of 

electric vehicles, electric planes and shift towards clean energy are outcomes of current needs. 
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Chapter 9 Conclusion and Future Recommendation 

 

9.1 Conclusions 

The project of design, fabrication and analysis of solar powered crane can be concluded with 

saying that the design of crane was created as per requirements to support the recommended 

load. Each part of crane was 3d modelled in SOLIDWORKS and manufacturing engineering 

drawings were created to fabricate the crane under consideration. Steel was selected as the 

preferred material for fabrication. Equilibrium conditions and stability of crane were satisfied 

during analysis and design. Anchor bolts were installed on the base of crane frame to counter 

the moment produced by the lifted load. Solar panel and battery were installed to power the 

winch to pull the load. Operation time and charging time analysis was performed for the crane. 

It was concluded that bigger the panel and battery, less will be charging time and more will be 

the operation time. 

  

9.2 Future Recommendations 

Future recommendations for the project of design, fabrication and analysis of solar powered 

crane include considering the more universal operation of crane. In current state, there is no 

translation motion of jib, only rotation can be performed. For future, more work regarding 

stability of crane can be done so that the crane does not need anchor bolts and can be moved 

with wheels around. Also more work can be done regarding making the crane dual fuel, 

meaning solar powered as well as bio-fuel powered. 
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Appendix: Bill of Materials 

 

Bill of Materials: 
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Appendix B: Datasheets 

 

Anchor Bolt Datasheet: 
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Appendix C: Winch Manual 
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Appendix D: Crane Real Pictures 

 

Front View: 
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Side View: 

 

 


